**Summary of Views of Moses**

**Rampart**, March 1975

---

**McCarthy**
- Power destroys
- Good cities, makes them
- Monolithic, nor for all people
- At a human scale

**Goodman**
- Problem is that power is perceived
- In mechanical, non-questioning society
- People have to be educated to understand dangers of power
- Also: Moses was "bad" man e.g. story of his treatment of his brother

**Nichols**
- Moses had wrong theory of a good city:
  - "Middle town with highrise and windowless canyons is dehumanization, crime-ridden, and dull"
  - "The opposition's theory i.e. Jane Jacobs, Greenwich Village; was not a grand one, but a human one."

**Schwen**
- Moses did not create society, especially:
  - "Corrupt, not dictatorial"
- "He revealed himself to us..." to be a good
- "Classi function of concept: homosocial"

**Talbot**
- Problem was Moses didn't understand architecture quality i.e. Wright & Gropius
- Because they were subversive, anti-plutocratic

**Berman**
- Moses and understand American values
- E.g. look at Gaudi's burned with fire, even etc.